
 

   

  
Umbrello: New Breath 

 

The Idea 

 Umbrello is a UML diagraming program based on KDE technologies. This 
project could use a breath of fresh air. 
With Qt 4.8 deprecated, Umbrello need its code to 
be ported to Qt 5, and some features could be 
improved. 
My idea for this GSoC is to finish the port of 
Umbrello to Qt 5 and KDE Frameworks 5 (KF5) which 
has already been started, including the update on 
the CMakeLists files and work on some features 
from the wishlist of this project. There are some 
bugs on KF5 on Windows which prevents the Qt 5 
port being moved to the stable branch, I will attempt to investigate and 
report and hopefully fix these bugs. 

Benefits for Umbrello: 

- By porting Umbrello to Qt 5 the application will be able to continue 
progressing in future, using deprecated libraries would be a barrier to 
further development.  It will also get speed gains in optimization, since 
the signals/slots of Qt 4 use strings comparison, and Qt 5 doesn't. 
 

- New features: implementing a new UML diagram type is a huge 
improvement, since this request is on the wishlist for years and has a lot 
of votes. 
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- Fix Bugs: by updating to Qt 5 and new eyes on the code, new bugs could 
be discovered and fixed.  

Timeline 

May 23 to June 19 – 5 Weeks 
- Update CMakeLists 
- Port Umbrello to use Qt 5.6 LTS and KDE Frameworks 5 
- Write unit tests for loading and saving different files and running 

operations 
- Remove use of deprecated classes and methods 
- Fix inconsistencies and clean code 

 
These updates will be made in the “frameworks” branch. 

June 20 to August 15 - 8 weeks  

Major task: Work on Wishlist 
The bugs listed below are bugs on the wishlist of Umbrello and have the most 
votes. And after talked to my mentor and a few fellows on #kde-devel, was 
the better options to work for now. 

Bug 60452  Missing keywords for declaring operations and 
variables (1 week) 

Link: https://bugs.kde.org/show_bug.cgi?id=60452  
- This bug was reported on 06/28/2003 by Michael Dean and is 

about missing keywords for declaring functions(operations, 
methods, atributtors) and variables in C++; 

- Examples:  
■ Virtual (only pure virtual declaration is possible as-is)  
■ const   
■ volatile   
■ register   
■ implicit   
■ explicit  
■ unsigned 

 
- These updates will be made in the “master” and “frameworks” 

branch. 
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Bug 123633  New diagram type: Instance Diagram (3 weeks)
 
Link: https://bugs.kde.org/show_bug.cgi?id=123633 

- This bug was reported on 03/14/2006 by Peter Piehler and is 
about a new type of UML diagram: Instance Diagram; 

- Create this diagram based on the Class Diagram, since this two 
diagram are familiars.; 

- Add the documentation about this diagram on the Umbrello 
DocBook ; 

- These updates will be made in the “master” and “frameworks” 
branch. 

 

Windows build of frameworks branch (2 weeks) 
- Build Umbrello “frameworks” branch for MS Windows and fix 

problems outstanding in KF5. 

Preparing to land (2 weeks) 
- Fix final bugs; 
- Make the final adjustments in the documention; 
- Make a review about my work at this Gsoc, with the difficults, 

challenges, what I learn, and discuss that with my Mentor and KDE 
community; 

 

About me: 
My name is Lays Rodrigues, I'm from Rio das Ostras, on the state of Rio de 
Janeiro in Brazil. I'm computer science student at Universidade Federal 
Fluminense, and I am 23 years old. I started work with KDE in October of 2015 
with my 3dprint software called Br-Print3D(brprint3d.wordpress.com), a 
printer host to 3d printing, and since last month I started contribute with 
Umbrello and hope to work in others KDE applications in the future. 

Previous Works: 
The Br-Print3D project is frozen for now, and on the beginning of March, I 
started to contribute with Umbrello, parsing part of the code to Qt5. You can 
see my review request here: https://git.reviewboard.kde.org/r/127304/ 
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Contact 
Student: 
Mail: laysrodriguessilva@gmail.com 
Twitter: @lays147 
Facebook: fb.com/laysrodrigues147 
IRC: lays147 
Telegram: @lays147 
Phone Number: +5522999899467 
 
Mentor: 
Ralf Habacker 
Mail: ralf.habacker@freenet.de  
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